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Tools and Activities
The “Evangeli cube” is effective for all
kind of evangelistic meetings both Indoor
and outdoor, in churches, parks, jails,
market places etc.

In personal evangelism,
we will use “Cross talk”
designed to share the
gospel with children.

At night we will be showing
the Jesus film in churches and
in public areas.

School Outreach
We sent out two large boxes of school supplies
ahead of time. We will distribute these materials
with the Gospel of John and Romans.

Our Team
Our team is excited about this trip to the Philippines
this summer. I’m certain that this will be their best
summer ever. I’m just hoping that they will be able to
experience how God is going to use them to share
the gospel in the places we visit. Since this is their
first mission trip, and they don’t have previous
evangelistic experience, I decided to spend more
time training this team for evangelism.
We do have some needs on this trip that you might
be able to help us such as meeting the needs of a
local church in my home village.

Team project: The Church in Caloc-an in Northern Mindanao
Caloc-an is a small fishing village in Mindanao, in the
Southern part of the Philippines. Most of my family lived
there and still many of them had no contact with the
gospel. There was no evangelical church in Caloc-an for
many years.
Two years ago while vacationing with my family, I noticed a
group of believers building a church, which, to my surprise,
happened to be an evangelical church. We attended one
Sunday and we were able to help out with the cementing of
the floor. This church was started nine years ago by a local
pastor in the neighboring village and that is when they saw
people come to Christ.

Children’s Sunday School

Church young people
The estimated cost to
replace the roof with
corrugated galvanized
zinc is $1,200.00

This small area where they use as Sunday
school room need a make over. The
estimated cost to replace the roof of the
Sunday school area for children is
$500.00 This will protect the children
during rainy season.

This vehicle is in bad shape!

The total amount we
want to raise is
$2,000.00

The roof of the church building is temporary
made of palm leaves. And needs to be
replaced

The church transportation the key
aspects of their ministry to bring the
children to church. The pastor said that
it’s no longer safe to transport children
on this conditioned. It need to be fixed
right away. The cost to conditioned this
vehicle is $300.00 US dollars. I told the
pastor to go ahead and take it to the
shop. Now it looks better It just need
some paint.
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If you would like to know
how you can help us on
this projects, please give
me call (956) 380 8225 or
email me:
jsilva@riogrande.edu
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